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The headline for our second quarter report was "Stunning Reversal; of Fortune." We were excited by the big jump in
dollar volume and the healthy pick up in the high end market. But we did issue the following warning: "The apparent
success of the second quarter is dimmed by the low percentage of properties in escrow on July 1."

The Barometer is a good indicator of short term prospects and the weak readings on July.1st, especially in Pebble
Beach which had only 11 properties in escrow, hinted of a lower performing quarter to come. That proved to be true.

High-End Vigor Dissipates

The high-end vigor we experienced in the second quarter dissipated in the
third. Dollar volume plunged from more than $311,000,000 in the exciting
second quarter to just over $212,000,000 in the third, a decline in excess of
$99,000,000.

In a market as small as ours it is hard to imagine a $99,000,000 swing in one
quarter. There were 53 fewer sales in the quarter. If you divide 53 into
$99,000,000 you get an average sales price of almost $1.9 million dollars, way
above the average sale price of $731,581 rung up for the quarter.

What was missing in the third quarter were the mega sales experienced in the
second quarter. In that quarter Pebble Beach had five sales over $6,000,000
dollars including one at more than $10,000,000 and another at over
$18,000,000. In the third quarter there were only three sales in Pebble over
$2,000,000. The highest was $3,600,000.

Carmel, Carmel Valley and Pacific Grove helped to build the exciting second
quarter. Carmel had ten sales over $2,000,000, Carmel Valley two over
$5,000,000 and Pacific Grove one over $4,000,000.

In the third quarter, by contrast, high end sales were down substantially. We
noted above the decline in Pebble Beach. In addition to Pebble, Carmel had
merely five sales over $2,000,000, only one of which surpassed $3,000,000,
and Pacific Grove had nothing over $2,000,000. Curiously, Carmel Valley
booked two rich sales in the quarter, one at $4,525,000 and another at an
impressive $6,400,000. One of these was in the Santa Lucia Preserve and the
other near the Carmel Valley gate to the Tehama Country Club.

Prices

Carmel took a big hit in the quarter in terms of median sales price, plunging
35% from quarter to quarter, $1,240,000 to $805,000. This does not mean that
Carmel values were down 35% in the quarter rather that the universe of sales
completed was at the lower end of Carmel asking prices. It also reflects the
fact that at present there are lots of opportunities in Carmel under $1,000,000,
a price range that almost disappeared during the peak of the boom.

Eight of the 10 Peninsula markets had lower median sales prices during the
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quarter. Monterey and Pacific Grove had modest gains.

The Fourth Quarter

Fourth quarters are normally slow in relation to the rest of the year.
Sometimes, however, we get surprised. The ten-year hot market began at the
end of the fourth quarter of 1995, which was a miserable year up to that point.
Maybe after we get the elections behind us the mood will improve. The
Barometer, a forward looking tool, had readings on October 1st that look good
for Seaside, Marina, Salinas/Monterey Highway and Monterey. Carmel
Highlands and Pebble Beach have grim prospects for the quarter with
Barometer Readings (percentage of listings in escrow) of eight and six
percent. Carmel, Carmel Valley and Pacific Grove have below average
prospects.

We do not expect great things for the quarter but remain open minded. The
second quarter was a pleasant surprise and the third a disappointment. Is
there another pleasant surprise awaiting us? We will deal with that in January.
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The charts are based in whole or in part on data supplied by the Monterey County Association of Realtors’ Multiple
Listing Service (MLS). Neither the Association nor the MLS guarantees or is responsible for their accuracy. Data
maintained by the Association or its MLS may not reflect all real estate activity in the market.

Please Call Us

We have lived on the Monterey Peninsula since 1978 and in the heart of Carmel since 1986. We know the market
and have deep experience assisting both buyers and sellers.

We Help Buyers

Many of our buyers are from out of town and before they act they need to gain an understanding of our local market.
If you are an out-of-town buyer, you are extremely dependent on your agent for guidance. We are skilled at assisting
you up the learning curve so that you can make sound decisions. The way we prosper is by putting our buyers into
good, solid situations.

We Help Sellers

We know the market and would be happy to evaluate the value of your house at no charge. We know how to help
you get ready for market to get the best price for your property. Selling a property is a cooperative effort between the
seller and his or her agent. We will guide you on the team approach to success.

Please contact us via email, call us at 831-622-4642, or write us at PO Box 350, Carmel, CA 93921.
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